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CBA Involved With Criminals - Inside & Outside of the Bank 

Summary: 
CBA has been exposed by AUSTRAC. Caught out assisting terrorists and drug traffickers moving
money around the world. CEO Ian Narev's position is now untenable
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Malcolm Turnbull - the jig is up for you too
Hey Malcolm. Do you think we can have the Royal Commission now? CBA is leading the way. First it
was financial planners, then the Bankwest scandal, rate rigging and the CommInsure rip offs. Now
it's money laundering for drug traffickers and terrorists.

So Malcolm - you seemed to be fine with bank customers being ripped off. Now CBA's Narev is
putting shareholders at risk. Does that get your blood boiling? No? Ok - well how about our kids
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suffering from a turbocharged drug culture. Still don't care?

Come on..!! Ok - how about CBA profiting by facilitating terrorist funding? This put lives at risk here
and internationally.

Look .... we know you have never cared about the lives destroyed by bank related financial terrorism
but now we're talking about blood and guts terrorism. Yes we understand you owe an allegiance to
the banks .... your family's wealth was built on the crooked empire but now it's time to care about
your country and your people. No ... not the Caymans .... Australia! No ... not the US registered
"Commonwealth of Australia" corporation. We mean the Australian people's Commonwealth of
Australia. Last chance Mal ... Make Australia great again ..... sort out the banks.

Pssst - BRN Tip of the day Number 1 - Narev will be stepping down in a matter of days. Do not let
him take the money and run.

Tip of the day Number 2 - Turnbull will be gone but not forgotten not long after if he fumbles on the
banks ..... again.

Tip of the day Number 3 - This Sunday morning BRN reminds Malcolm Turnbull how much power the
people really have to reform banking to make it ..... of the people, by the people and for the people.

Websites For More Information: Fake names, drug lords, suspicious trading and CBA
http://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/fake-names-drug-lords-suspicious-trading-and-
cba-20170803-gxov29.html
Austrac alleges CBA in 'serious' breach of money laundering act 
http://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/austrac-alleges-cba-in-serious-breach-of-
money-laundering-act-20170803-gxoirw.html
Eleven already jailed over CBA money laundering syndicates
http://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/eleven-already-jailed-over-cba-money-
laundering-syndicates-20170804-gxps8l.html
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